
WHAT MAKES THE OJSHMAN 
JÙRRÇARE SYSTEM 

WORTH THE INVESTMENT 

The Cushman 
Turf-Care System 
offers you a single 
vehicle that can 
do the work of a 
half dozen 
machines—at a 
fraction of the cost. 

The exclusive Cushman pin disconnect system lets you attach and remove acces-sories in minutes. 
A NEW 22-HP ENGINE. 

The Cushman Turf-Truckster™ is 
now equipped with a new 22-hp gas 
engine. 

It gives you the power to haul a 
full load uphill, without straining. It 
maintains a sure, steady speed while 
you're spraying or spreading. 

And it's built tough. The crank-
shaft is forged alloy steel. The 
cylinder heads are reinforced for 
extra strength under stress. And 
the hydraulic pump is mounted to 
the engine for better service life 
and smooth operation. 

Team up the new 22-hp 
Turf-Truckster with any of the 
following accessories for a complete 
Tiirf-Care System. 

THE AERATORS. Because you 
have two types 
of turf to aerate, 
Cushman makes 
two aerator attach-
ments for your 
Turf-Truckster. 

The Greensaver® 
is ideal for greens 
and other delicate 
areas . . . while 
the Quick Aerator 
makes short work 
of big jobs (it cov-
ers a 46 "swath). 

Both can be 
equipped with 
interchangeable 
coring or deep-
slicing tines. 
THE DUMP BOXES. 

Again, you have a choice! Our 
Short Box is a high quality dump 
box . . . and our Flatbed/Box 
converts from flatbed carrier to 
dump box just by adding the bolt-
on sides and tailgate. Both can be 
hydraulically dumped right from 
the driver's seat. 
THE SPRAYERS. 

Choose the capacity you 
need . . . our big 150-gallon sprayer 
or 100-gallon model. Both give 
you uniform spraying controlled by 
the Turf-Truckster's ground speed 
governor. 

THE SPREADERS. 
Two choices here, too. The 700-lb. 

capacity Vicon Spreader with a 
45' swath. Or the Spreader/Seeder 
with a 300-lb. capacity. Both give 
you smooth, uniform spreading 
because application rates are con-
trolled by the Turf-Truckster's 
ground speed governor. 

THE TOP DRESSER. 
Everything from rock salt to 

powdered fertilizer can be uniformly 
spread across a 31 Vi" swath at a rate 
of up to 220' per minute. 

A FREE DEMONSTRATION 
See the Cushman Turf-Care 

System in action. 

CUSHMAN® 
It Works Harder Because It's Built Better 

"SINCE 1949 - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED" 
PARTS . SALES • SERVICE 

CUSHMAN MOTOR CO.. INC. 
Jerry Commers 

2-909 E. F R A N K L I N A V E N U E M I N N E A P O L I S . M I N N E S O T A 

John Sniker 
Tim Commers 

PHONE: (612)333--34R7 
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KERRY GLADER 

You say you're starting to feel like a 
duck? AlI the ducks and geese on the 
course keep flocking around you when 
you're out on the course? Don't dispair, 
my staff tells me that if I would only 
take my window air conditioner out, that 
we will have a heat wave! Enough said, it 
will be taken care of! The webbed feet 
you've acquired will soon heal and I am 
sure your feathered neighbors will stop 
flocking around you like your best 
friends. Keep your head above the water, 
and I guarantee that the white sparkly 
frozen stuff we call snow is not too far 
away. I hope you all look forward to 
taking some time off and re-acquainting 
yourself with your families and look 
forward to 1987. 

We all had an excellent time at the MGCSA-
Stodola Research Tournament held at the 
Midland Hills Country Club on September 
15. Host Superintendent, Paul Mayes, had 
his golf course in top condition, and we 
most certainly enjoyed the club 
hospitality and excellent service. 
Tournament Chairmen, Fred Anderson, Jr. 
and Dan Hanson, did a class job on 
arrangements. My thanks to all of you for 
holding off the rain and having such an 
enjoyable day. For those of you that 
asked, the 1987 MGCSA-StodoI a Research 
Tournament will be held at the Minikahda 
Club and 1988 at the St. Cloud Country 
Club. 

I would like to invite anyone with 
Certified Seed Blue Tags to donate them to 
the Musser Foundation. These tags are 
worth monetary funding to Musser and i6 an 
opportunity for all of us to participate 
in their effort to improve athletic field 
quality. Interest from our industry for 
the improvement of athletic sport turf 
will only improve our public image in the 
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GOLF COURSE 
AERIFICATION 

by Robert N. Carrow 
Associate Professor 
Agronomy Department 
University of Georgia 

Turfgrass cultivation refers to the working of the soil without 
destruction of the turfgrass sod. The term aerifcation has the 
same meaning as cultivation and is used to denote any type of 
cultivation. The term aerifier was the original patent name for 
a coring device. Several different methods of turfgrass cultiva-
tions are available, each with unique advantages and disadvan-
tages — coring, shattercoring, grooving, slicing, spiking, fork-
ing, and subaerification. 

Coring 
Coring is a method of turf cultivation in which soil cores are 

removed by hollow tines, screw devices, or spoons. The soil 
cores may be dragmatted back into the turf as a topdressing or 
collected and removed. Core diameters are from 14-34 inches, 
depth of coring is 3-10 inches, and spacings are from 2-6 in-
ches. Units may be power driven or tractor drawn. 

Timing for coring depends on the situation; (a) Cool-season 
grasses — early to mid-spring and late summer to mid-fall. 
Sometimes late fall for football fields, (b) Warm-season grasses 
— mid-spring to mid-summer. 

On severely compacted areas coring may be necessary at other 
times than the above recommended dates. For example, warm-
season grass tees may need to be cored in the fall. 

The soil should be moist when coring. A light topdressing 
following coring of a close cut turf may be desirable. 

Shatter-Coring 
Shatter-core cultivation uses standard core aeration equipment 

but solid cores are used instead of hollow cores. The objective 
is to "shatter" the surface zone, which is best done when the 
soil is somewhat dry. This is a new procedure and very limited 
data exists. A few comments relative to this procedure are: 

• It works best on soils high in clay and silt. 
• Only the surface zone has appreciable shattering. Pushing 

the soil cores into the soil is very likely to create a "plow 
pan" effect after several operations — where a compact 
zone occurs several inches below the soil surface. Thus, 
the "net" benefit (or disadvantage) of using shatter-coring 
may require some time to judge. 

• Since little soil is brought up and incorporated into the turf, 
this method would not be expected to control thatch. 

Grooving 
Grooving is a cultivation method where vertical, rotating 

blades cut continuous slits through the turf and into the soil; 
with soil, thatch, and green plant material being displaced. The 
vertical blades are power driven. 

A verticutter or dethatcher with the blades set down to cut 
into the soil is a small grooving machine. Large tractor drawn 
models are available. The Rogers/Jac Seeder acts as a groover 
when the front blades are power driven. Thus, models are 

available from Vi inch depth — 1 inch spacing to units with 5 
inch depth — 2 inch spacings. Since the blades are power driven, 
these units dethatch while cultivating. They are often used in 
renovation of an existing turf. 

Timing is similar to coring. Since both cultivation methods 
cause some injury to the turf and leaf openings, at least 2-4 
weeks of good growing weather should follow grooving. The 
soil should be moderately dry for most effective grooving. 

Slicing 
A turf cultivation method is where vertical, rotating knives 

or discs slice through the turf and into the soil. The knives or 
discs are not power driven but depend on the weight of the unit. 
Since the units cut through the turf and soil without power 
blades, these units do not dethatch while cultivating. Depth of 
penetration is 1-4 inches and at 4-7 inch spacings. 

Slicing can be done at any time of the growing season and 
as often as every 1-2 weeks. The soil should be moist. On close 
cut turf topdressing may be desirable. 

Spiking 
A turf cultivation method in which solid tines or flat, pointed 

blades penetrate the turf and soil surface. The depth of penetra-
tion depends on the weight of the machine but is generally 
shallow (Va-I inch) and at about 1-2 inch spacings. This is a 
mild form of cultivation and the effects may only last a few days. 

Spiking can be conducted at any time of the growing season 
and on a frequent basis. The soil should be moist. 

Sub-Aerification 
Sub-soiling refers to subsurface cultivation by means of 

vibrating blades. The units generally cut slices into the turf at 
8 inch spacings and 7 inch deep. The blades vibrate to breakup 
compacted layers and shatter the subsurface soil. The soil should 
be moderately dry. 

Sub-aerification can be done at any time of the growing 
season. It is most effective on heavy soils. If surface compac-
tion is the major problem, these units are not more effective 
than slicing. 

Forking 
A method of cultivation in which a spading fork or similar 

solid tine device is used to make holes in the turf. The effects 
of forking are short lived. This method is useful for small 
localized areas. 

Just as with any cultural practice, turf cultivation is done for 
certain beneficial responses. The grower should evaluate what 
his problem is and choose a cultivation procedure that will 
alleviate the problem. For example, thatch buildup on a ber-
muda fairway will not be corrected by slicing or shatter-coring 
but grooving or core aeration could be very effective since they 
bring up considerable soil that acts as a topdressing. If an im-
pervious surface layer is hindering water infiltration, core aera-
tion followed by topdressing would be more effective than spik-
ing or slicing. However, spiking or slicing might be used if the 
growing conditions were unfavorable for grass recovery from 
the more severe coring plus topdressing operations. Perhaps the 
problem is a layer or compacted zone beneath the surface few 
inches. The best approach would be subaerification or drill-
aerification. 
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USED EQUIPMENT HEADQUARTERS 
• FLEXIBLE TERMS AVAILABLE • 

(Credit Approved Accounts) 

FALL 1986 

PICTURED: "Reconditioned" Toro 7-gang hydraulic Parkmaster 15' cut. 

MTI has many used, reconditioned and demo units available. 

Don't miss this opportunity for big savings, plus MTI will taylor a finance plan to fit your cash flow!! 

ITEMS AVAILABLE — • Sand Pro • Aerator • Vert-i-cut • Walk Greensmower • Sod Cutter • Gangs 
• Reel Mowers • Trucksters • 70" Pro • Edgers • GM-3 • Tractors • Parkmasters • Top Dressers 
• 3 Pt. Snowblowers • 81" Super Pro • Sweepers • Leaf Blower • Rotary Mowers • Fairway Mowers 

14900 - 21st Avenue North • Plymouth, MN 55441 • 612-475-2200 
Minnesota 800-362-3665 • Outstate 800-328-3558 

DISTRIBUTING CO. 
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The basic benefits of turf cultivation are presented in Table 

1. As can be seen from the above example, a particular method 
of cultivation may not provide all of these benefits. 

Table 1. Basic benefits from turf cultivation 
1. Alleviates soil compaction at least temporarily 

— better air and water drainage 
— better rooting media 

2. Beneficial for overseeding and renovation 
3. May reduce thatch accumulation 
4. Corrects layering 
5. Helps correct localized dry spots 
6. Improves fertilizer, lime, and pesticide penetration 
7. May improve new shoot growth from cut rhizomes 

and stolons 
8. Improves soil resiliency 
Problems can arise from the use of an improper cultivation 

method or timing of cultivation. Common problems often cited 
are: (a) Any cultivation practice causes at least some injury in 
the turf. Thus, the timing of cultivation and choice of procedure 
are important. Cultivation should only be done if a problem war-
rants it. (b) Cultivation may leave openings for weed encroach-
ment. This is especially a problem on sites where Poa annua 
seed are present. Early spring and fall coring can provide an 
excellent environment for Poa annua germination, (c) On close 
cut turf some procedures can leave the soil surface uneven. Top-
dressing can help smooth the area, (d) Many growers are con-
cerned about disturbing the preemergence, annual grass, her-
bicide zone when cultivating. Recent research at several loca-
tions indicate that this is not likely to occur unless the cultiva-
tion procedure is very severe — such as grooving or coring 
several times over an area, (e) Desiccation of the turf may be 
enhanced by late fall or summer cultivation, especially on close 
cut turf or one with excessive thatch. Irrigation immediately 
after the cultivation operation often reduces this problem. 

Credit: Proc. 33rd Ann. Florida Turfgrass Conf. 
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non-golf sector. Please send your tags 
to: Turf Seed, Inc., P.O. Box 250, 
Hubbard, OR 97032, in care of the Musser 
Foundation. 

Our October outing will be at Wedgewood 
Valley Golf Club in Woodbury on October 6. 
Host superintendent, Dennis Hendrickson, 
CGCS, looks forward to showing off his new 
facility. See you on the course! 

MINNESOTA'S GOLFING HERITAGE 

NEW ULM 
COUNTRY CLUB 

by JOHNNY L. HELGET 
Head Superintendent 
New Ulm Country Club 

The first meeting to buy 200 acres of land 
on which the New Ulm Country Club was 
built was held on March 22, 1929. The 
land was purchased for $14,000. 

Mr. J. A . Hunter, at that time Secretary 
of the U.S.G.A. Greens Committee, Twin 
Cities section, was hired to design the 
course lay-out. Mr. Hunter laid out such 
courses as Minneapolis Country Club and 
Hilltop Country Club. 

Originally the New Ulm course consisted 
entirely of sand greens. Hole No. 1 had 
it's tee on a point above the valley south 
of the present club house with about 130 
yards down to the green. There were two 
greens down in the valley, then you had 
to climb such a steep hill to No. 3 tee 
that many people had someone pick them up 
in a car and drive them to the tee. 

The land not used in building the course 
was sold to the city of New Ulm and used 
to build New Ulm's first airport. 

The first club house was built in 1932. A 
fire in 1956 caused extensive damage to 
the structure. It was rebuilt and in 1974 
it was remodeled to its present structure. 
At this time the hill in front of the 18th 
green was lowered approximately 10 feet to 
allow better vision from the fairway to 
the green. 

In September of 1936 four grass greens 
were authorized at an estimated cost of 
$500. They were then moved to their 
present location. 

In 1966 the extra land sold to the city 
was bought back to construct a second 9 
holes which was completed in 1967. 

After opening the new nine we redid our 
watering system to quick couplers on the 
greens and tees, quite a change from the 
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CALL US TODAY (612) 484-8411 

3711 Lexington Ave. No. - St. Paul, MN 55112 

NOW... 

from 

• U L D ' 5 
SUPPLIES A N D EQUIPMENT 

LAWN GARDEN A N D TURF 

YOU CAN GET HEALTHIER GREENS 

AND TRUER, FASTER PUTTING 

WITHOUT LOWERING HEIGHT OF CUT 

J A C O B S E N 
Turf Groomer™ 

REGULAR USE OF THE TURF GROOMER greens conditioner will 
continue to increase green speed by as much as 25 percent without 
lowering your cutting height. 

YOUR GOLFERS WJLL LOVE THE IMPROVED greens consistency and faster 
putting surface, while you'll love the improved health of your greens. 

TURF GROOMER — the most revolutionary product in greens care since 
the Greens King IV riding greens mower. And now the two form a team to 
give you a superior green surface. 
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old galvinized 1 inch pipes we had to 
water with. In the fall of 1975 we began 
the switch from a quick coupler system to 
automatic tee and green watering and a 
quick coupler fairway watering system. A 
reservior was formed by damming a ravine 
next to our 12th and 13th holes. This 
supplies our Rainbird watering system with 
the use of 2-40 horsepower motors. 

Most of our greens on the old nine are 
under 4000 sq. ft. We areate and reseed 
our greens twice a year in an attempt to 
stay ahead of the poanna. 

Course improvements have been a major 
focus in the past five years. In 1981 we 
reseeded the old nine with blue and rye 
grass. We have increased our original 
number of trees on the front nine from 12 
to over 250. In 1984 and 85 we added 11 
new sandbunkers. We also enlarged most of 
our old bunkers. We used sand from 
Northstar Sand in Mankato. It has worked 
out good so far. We also added three 
grass bunkers which were originally sand 
bunkers. This was done because they were 

on a slope which always washed out when it 
rained. We also added four grass mounds 
where Dutch Elm disease claimed many of 
the trees. We also rebuilt No. 16 tee to 
make it a longer hole. We rebuilt the 9th 
tee to three tiers. 

In 1975 we started using a F-10 fairway 
mower, we had 50 acres of fairway. In the 
spring of this year we got an HF-5 as we 
have cut our fairways to 28 acres. We mow 
our fairways at 7/8" three times weekly. 

I have been with the New Ulm Country Club 
for 25 years. I served 9 years under the 
supervision of Henry Toupel and 16 years 
as superintendent. My present crew 
consists of three men and three women. 

Ideals are like stars. You will not succeed in touching 
them with your hands; but; like the seafaring man, 
you choose them as your guides, and, following them, 
you will reach your destiny -Carl Schurz 

He who hesitates is interrupted. -iFranklin P. Jones 

Model 3000LP 
Green Machine is proud 
to introduce their new 

Most Favorable Power-
to-Weight Ratio Ever 

Lightweight power through 
applied technology. 

GASOLINE-POWERED 
String-Trimmer/ 
Brush-Cutter/ 
Tree-Pruner 

• L-PAT Series Engine Design 

• Long 59" Shaft for greater 
operator reach 
Heavy duty gear d r ive with 1.26:1 

gear reduction & spark 
arrestor muffler 

• 4 TFC head with twin .080 lines 

• Accepts Model 3371 weeder 
cultivator attachment 

Tractors 
Equipment 

Long Lake Ford Tractor 
''Service is our specialty99 

Hwy. 12 - Long Lake • 475-2281 
Open 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays • Saturday: 8 a.m. to Noon 

SP 

1 4 - 5 - 2 8 
A Super Fall 

Fairway Fertilizer 

Call Now For Your 
Snowmold Treatment 

Needs 

CaloClor CaloGran 
PMAS PCNB 

TOM HAUGEN 

WHSE: 706 East 2nd Street 
P.O Box 130 
Janesville, MN 56048-0130 
507/234-6102 
800/642-2736 

RES: 1166 Harrison Street 
Shakopee, MN 55379-2040 
612/445-8742 



CoreMaster. Your new aeration answer. 
Move forward (not backwards!) with CoreMaster 

Great news for golf course superinten-
dents in charge of greens, tees and 
fairways, and turf managers for athletic 
fields (football, baseball, soccer), and 
sport turf grass. It's CoreMaster 12, the 
world's finest hollow core aeration sys-
tem, backed by five years of technology, 
engineering and experience by the pro-
fessionals at GreenCare International. 

For the first time ever, CoreMaster en-
ables your turf grass staff to improve 
aeration methods, speed compaction 
relief and thatch control with a built-in 
variable depth and pattern control sys-
tem, and the strongest power source. 

CoreMaster is the most innovative and 
advanced hollow core aeration system on 
the market today. Hard working, fast and 
versatile on all natural turf grass surfaces, 
CoreMaster aerates easily and efficiently. 
The result stimulates natural turf growth, 
insuring a healthier, safer, and more 
beautiful grass surface. 

Put these CoreMaster advantages to 
work on your field and enjoy the benefits 
of features like these: 

• fastest capacity ever and safest 

• patented mechanical simplicity— 
fewer moving parts 

• low mainten-
ance and great 
reliability—built 
to last! 

• touch control for 
coring depths 
and patterns 
with several tine 
sizes 

• new state of the 
art "quadra-tine" 
system, never 
before available 

• highest efficien-
cies by rapid 
change, a totally 
flexible system 

• additional attach-
ments, verti-
cutting, seeding, 
core pick up 
systems and 
more 

Be the first, find out 

more about CoreMaster, the best answer to-
day to meet your turf grass aeration needs. 

The World's Most Advanced 
Turf Aeration System 

Mail to: 

I want to go forward today: 
G9EE/7C 7 INTERNATIONAL 

18691 Plumosa Street, Fountain Valley, CA 92708 Phone: (714) 968-8085 
• Please have a GreenCare distributor contact me about Coremaster 
• I'd like to arrange a test here at my location. 

Mail to authorized Greencare distributor: 

KAYE CORPORATION 
8000 Wallace Rd. 

Eden Prairie, MN 55344 

(612) 934-8448 





TURF SUPPLY COMPANY 
2970 Dodd Road 454-3106 St. Paul, MN 55121 

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF 
TURF PRODUCTS FOR COMPLETE TURF 
MANAGEMENT UNDER ONE COMPANY 

We formulate our products 
to satisfy the regional nutritional 

requirements of your turf. 

CALL 
454-3106 

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS 
EARLY DELIVERY DISCOUNTS 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

MAXIMUM DISCOUNTS INCLUDE 
7% EARLY SHIPPING DISCOUNT* 
3% EARLY ORDER AND SHIPPED* 

19% QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

* Limited dates. Ask about programs. 
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CORNER 

RANDY NELSON 

Our MGCSA members and guests were 
entertained by Bill Arnold, a comedian 
magician, during the social hour at the 
2nd Annual MGCSA-HaroId Stodola Research 
Scramble. And of those who were in 
attendance who thought Bill the magician 
W8S good, then Paul Mayes must be Houdini 
in the flesh. Although rain and cold 
temperatures threatened to hamper starting 
the event, Paul simply waved his magic 
soil probe and the rains ceased. The 
morning groups had a mere one hour delay, 
but the entire day turned out super with 
even the sun showing its face before 
dinner. Paul and his staff had Midland 
Hills in fantastic condition for our 
enjoyment. The winners of the gross and 

net divisions, and special events are 
Ii sted be Iow. 

Special thanks are in order to our 
distributors who sponsored the hors 
d'oeuvres at Midland Hills. These fine 
people never hesitate to support our 
association and deserve our gratitude. I 
hope Dave Krupp and John Wiley have thawed 
out by now after running the special event 
on Hole #7. These fellows volunteer for 
this detail year in and year out for our 
tournaments, and will receive at the 10th 
Annual their own personalized survival 
kit. Just kidding, guys, we really 
appreciate you giving up your time to 
spend it with us. And of course, we can't 
forget Tom Mundy who was the only person 
dressed properly for the day. At least I 
thought it was Tom Mundy. The poor guy 
had so many clothes on he rolled instead 
of walked. Thanks, Tom for having to 
stand on the #16th tee waiting to witness 
a hole-in-one. I think that GX-800 will 
probably rust away before anyone in our 
group wins it. A special thanks to Mike 
Leitner for donating a wildlife print 
again which was raffled off. 
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DISTRIBUTING CO. 
FOR COMPLETE IRRIGATION SERVICE 

DESIGN 
Irrigation System 
Pump Station 

SERVICE 
In-Hoüse Controller Repair 
Field Service 

INSTALLATION 
Complete System 
Conversion 
Pump Station Automation 

TRAINING 
ANNUAL SERVICE SCHOOLS 
PUMP STATION OPERATION 
NEW FIELD TRAINING 

INVENTORY 
Largest in upper Midwest 
Computerized Control 

WINTERIZATION 
Blow-out Method 

14900 Twenty - f i r s t Avenue North, Plymouth, Minnessota 

Phone 612-475-2200 MN WATTS 1-800-362-3665 



Our new front mowers come with the same feature that made our mowing tractors famous. 
DIESEL ENGINE PERFORMANCE. 

Now you can expect the same reliable performance from a new John Deere front mower that you've come to expect from our utility tractors. That's because our new front mowers use the same kind of liquid-cooled diesel engine design. So the new 22-hp F935 and the 17-hp F915 Front Mowers already come with a great reputation behind them. 
They also come with some great 

performance features, too. Like a unique, two-pedal hydrostatic control for increased operator perform-ance. A new standard cruise control for low-fatigue mowing in wide open areas. And a new 76-inch swept-spindle mower deck (F935 and F930 only) for a wider cut and closer left side trimming. For more information or the name of the dealer nearest you, call toll free 800-447-9162. 

Nothing Runs Like a Deere® 


